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Chapter 1  

Introduction   

This guide is designed to help you build for the Page Editor and improve the user experience 
for editors. It is primarily aimed at back-end developers. It is important for everyone involved in 
the implementation to consider building for the Page Editor as early on in the project lifecycle 
as possible. 

Developers must design their solution to support both editing and designing capabilities (see 
Support Editing and Support Design). In addition, developers and project managers must 
budget for configuration and the extending of the Page Editor to improve the user experience. 
Finally, testing should ideally include a usability test of the Page Editor by the users of the 
solution.  

The guide contains the following chapters:  

 Chapter 1 – Introduction    
This chapter is a description of the content, aims, and the intended audience 
of this manual. 

 Chapter 2 – Support Editing 
Instructions for supporting inline editing. 

 Chapter 3 – Support Design 
Instructions for supporting the Page Editor’s design mode. 

 Chapter 4 – Configuring the Page Editor 
An overview of ways in which basic configuration can improve the Page 
Editor user experience. 

 Chapter 5 – Extending the Page Editor 
An overview of ways in which the Page Editor can be customized and 
extended to improve the user experience. 

 Chapter 6 – Detecting the Page Editor 
Instructions for detecting Page Editor mode in Javascript and C#, and ways 
to modify site behavior based on the page mode. 

 Chapter 7 – Tips and Tricks 
Miscellaneous tips and tricks, and a summary of the Page Editor’s role in 
Sitecore modules. 
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Chapter 2  

Support Editing 

The following chapter covers the fundamental requirements for supporting the ability to 
edit content inline using the Page Editor’s Editing mode.  

The chapter contains the following sections: 

 Always Go Through the FieldRenderer Pipeline 
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2.1 Always Go Through the FieldRenderer Pipeline 

If you render a field via the FieldRenderer pipeline, it is automatically editable in the Page Editor. All 

Sitecore controls and helpers eventually go through this pipeline: 

 Sitecore controls for use in XSLT renderings and sublayouts, such as: 

<sc:FieldRenderer FieldName="Text" runat="server" /> 

 Sitecore provides specialized controls for Date, Text, Link, and Image fields: 

<sc:Text Field="Text" runat="server" /> 

 sc:field in XSLT renderings: 

<xsl:value-of select="sc:field('Text')" /> 

 The Sitecore MVC helper: 

@Html.Sitecore().Field("Text") 

 Using the FieldRenderer.Render() method in code-behind: 

FieldRenderer.Render("Text") 

 

Sitecore MVC Tip 

The FieldRenderer.Render() method returns a string. In Page Editor mode, this string includes the 

additional HTML to support inline editing. If you have a property in an MVC model that is being populated 

by FieldRenderer.Render(), ensure that you return a HtmlString – otherwise the Page Editor 

HTML is escaped and rendered as plain text when you try to use the property in your view, making it 
impossible to edit the value inline 

If you render a field’s raw value to the browser, that value is not editable in the Page Editor. This includes 
the following methods: 

 Sitecore.Context.Item.Fields["Text"].Value 

 Sitecore.Context.Item["Text"] 

 sc:fld("Text") 

2.1.1 How to Disable Editing 

Sometimes, you may not want an editor to be able to edit a particular field inline. Good examples include 
the page title or meta description, neither of which are rendered to the page and are therefore not 
accessible. Rather than displaying the raw value of a field, you can disable inline editing for that particular 
instance of a Sitecore control or helper: 

 When using a Sitecore control: 

<sc:Text Field="Text" DisableWebEditing="true" runat="server" /> 

 When using the Sitecore MVC helper: 

@Html.Sitecore().Field("Text", new { disable-web-editing=true }) 

 When using the FieldRenderer.Render() method directly: 

FieldRenderer.Render("Text", "disable-web-editing=true") 

The raw values for field types such as General Link, Rich Text, and Image contain custom XML. These 
cannot be displayed directly to the browser. 
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Chapter 3  

Support Design 

This chapter covers the fundamental requirements for supporting the ability to assemble 
a page from a library of components using the Page Editor’s Designing mode. 

The chapter contains the following sections: 

 Reasons to Support Design in the Page Editor 

 Break Up Your Pages 

 Naming Conventions 

 Create Placeholder Settings Items 

 Use Data Sources 

 Page Editor Security 

 Responsive Design 
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3.1 Reasons to Support Design in the Page Editor 

A Sitecore page is assembled from a variety of components. Some of these components display field 
values from the item that is currently being viewed – the context item – but many output field values from 
elsewhere in the content tree. For example, a homepage banner may be represented as a separate 
Banner item in a global location. Although it is displayed on the homepage, the actual content does not 
belong to the Home item. 

Modular content and presentation details present editors with certain challenges when using the Content 
Editor: 

 An item representing a page – such as the Home item – does not contain all of the content that 
a visitor sees on the homepage.  

 An editor must look at the item’s presentation details to find out where content is coming from 
and locate it in the content tree. 

 If an editor wants to make changes to the appearance of an item, they must edit that item’s 
presentation details directly. 

 An item’s presentation details gives no indication of how components are arranged. 

By contrast, the Page Editor is a much more visual tool: 

 Using the Page Editor to edit inline gives editors an instant preview of what their page will look 
like to visitors. 

 The Page Editor makes it easier to configure component personalization and multivariate tests 

By building to support the Page Editor, you are also building to support Sitecore’s marketing and analytics 
features, as they depend on the same modular foundation. 

Important 
Support for the Page Editor must be taken into account at the start of your project, as it affects the way 
you architect and build your solution. 
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3.2 Break Up Your Pages 

You should break page designs into smaller, re-usable components rather than designing individual page 
types. This lets editors create a variety of pages from smaller parts. 

Note 
You may want to specify a default set of components on the data template’s standard values. Later 
changes to standard values will affect all items based on that data template, and editors can reset to 
standard values if they want to restore the default appearance of a page.  

The following example demonstrates how to break up a simple page design into components.  

Note 
You may want to limit flexibility in order to maintain design integrity and simplify the Page Editor 
experience for your editors. This can be done by having fewer page components or setting up restrictions 
within the Page Editor.  

Breaking a page up into components lets you personalize and test individual parts of the page by varying 
the content or design based on specific visitor attributes. 
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3.2.1 Horizontal Containers 

Our sample design consists of four main horizontal containers – the header, footer, page, and content 

block containers. These containers contain little more than styled <div> elements and a nested 

placeholder. Additional components are nested within these placeholders. It is likely that the header and 
footer will appear on every single page. Therefore, you might consider using static binding to include 
them in the main site layout.  

Important 
Statically bound components cannot be personalized or tested via the Page Editor. They are also not 
appropriate if future work requires a page to have a slightly different header or footer – for example, a 
checkout page might not have a standard breadcrumb.  

 

Page container 

Content blocks 
container 

Footer container 

Header container 
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3.2.2 Columns 

Within containers, a page can be further subdivided into vertical columns. In the following example, a two-
column grid is nested within the page container. Because future designs may introduce one and three 
column alternatives, the page container and the two-column grid are separate components. 

 
  

Content column 

Sidebar column 
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3.2.3 Functional Blocks 

Containers and vertical grids contain functional blocks that generate Sitecore content. The following 
example uses four different types: 

 Main navigation – this can be statically bound to the header container.  

 Breadcrumb – this can be statically bound to the page container, unless certain pages do not 
require it. 

 Page content – although content can be generated directly in the left-hand column, creating a 
separate page content component lets you reuse the two-column grid for other types of 
content, such as a form or a gallery. 

 General content blocks – small chunks of content consisting of a title, text, image, and link. 
Although they have different designs and appear in different locations, functionally they are 
identical. 

 
 

   

Page content 

Main navigation 

Breadcrumb 

General content 
block in sidebar 

General content 
blocks in vertical 
container 

General content 
blocks in footer 
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3.3 Naming Conventions 

3.3.1 Naming Components 

When editors insert new components, they use the name of the component definition item as a way of 
identifying the components: 

  

Therefore, you should give your components easily identifiable and readable names. 

Note 
By default, Sitecore displays a large version of whatever icon you choose for the component definition 
item. It is recommended practice to choose a component thumbnail that gives editors a preview of the 
component they are inserting (see Component Previews) 

3.3.2 Naming Data Templates and Fields 

Data templates representing a page should not be named after the default appearance of that page. For 
example, it would be inappropriate to name a data template Two Column Page or Three Column Page, 
as you cannot assume that the data template will always be used for two or three column layouts 
respectively. 

You should name fields after the data they contain rather than where that data might be displayed. For 
example, imagine that you have created a field called Sidebar. There are two problems with this name: 

 You cannot guarantee that the data contained in this field will always appear in a sidebar 

 Sidebar says nothing about the type of data this field contains 

Consider what kind of information you want to display in a sidebar. For example, holiday price information 
belongs to a holiday item. In this case, you should create a field called Price Information. If the 
information is related to a holiday but not part of it – such as a related holiday promotion – that 
information should be pulled in from elsewhere in the content tree using data sources. 
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3.4 Create Placeholder Settings Items 

A page is assembled by binding components to placeholders. Placeholders are Sitecore controls that 
specify a unique key. In web forms, they are represented by a control: 

<sc:Placeholder Key="main" runat="server" /> 

In Sitecore MVC, placeholders are defined using the Sitecore HTML helper: 

@Html.Sitecore().Placeholder("main") 

In order to make a placeholder visible in the Page Editor, you must create a placeholder settings item. If 
you want placeholders to be visible irrespective of whether a placeholder settings item has been created, 

change the following setting to true in the web.config: 

<setting name="WebEdit.PlaceholdersEditableWithoutSettings" value="false" /> 

 

Note 
If you do not create a placeholder settings item, you will still be able to bind components to placeholders 
using the Presentation Details dialog. 

Placeholder settings items are located under /sitecore/Layout/Placeholder Settings 

 

  

Note 
The Placeholder Key refers to the Key attribute on the placeholder control. This field is not case 
sensitive, and it does not matter if your placeholder setting item’s name and the key it represents do not 
use the same case. 
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Once the placeholder settings item has been created, placeholders will appear as boxes with a checkered 
background in the Page Editor: 

 

If a placeholder already contains components, Add to here controls will appear when you click the 
Component button in the ribbon: 

  

You can move components between placeholders: 

  

It is good practice to give your placeholder settings items the same name as the key they represent. 
Using lowercase and removing spaces makes it easier for editors to distinguish placeholders from 
components in the presentation hierarchy. In the following example, main and widgetscontainer are 
placeholders: 
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Note 
By default, placeholders will not show up in the Page Editor without a corresponding placeholder settings 

item. However, you can override this behavior by changing the following setting to true in the 

web.config: 

 
<setting name="WebEdit.PlaceholdersEditableWithoutSettings" value="false" /> 
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3.5 Use Data Sources 

Not all data displayed on a page belongs exclusively to that page. Content, like components, can be 
reused across multiple pages. In the following example, only the title – Tips for cyclists – and the main 
content belongs to the context item. Each of the General content blocks is displaying data that is pulled 
from somewhere else in the content tree. You can do this by specifying a different data source each time 
the component is used. 
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Editors can vary the data source in the Page Editor by selecting the component and clicking the Set 
associated content button: 
 

 

They can then choose an item to act as a data source: 
 

  

Important 
Any item in the Sitecore tree can act as a data source. It can be an item that represents a page, or an 
item that only represents a small chunk of reusable content. In the example above, the chosen data 
source is an item that lives outside the main site tree, and does not have presentation details of its own.  

It is important to note that component personalization and testing rely in part on being able to vary a 
component’s data source. In the following example, the component is set up to vary its data source from 
which-bike to for-experts if a certain condition is met. 
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Similarly, testing lets you present different data sources to different users and measure which content 
resulted in the most effective visits. 

3.5.1 Coding for Datasources 

By default, controls and helpers that output content target the context item. Each of the following 

examples look to Sitecore.Context.Item to find the Text field rather than the item specified on their 

parent rendering. 

Sublayouts and XSLT: 

<sc:Text Field="Text" runat="server" /> 

MVC renderings: 

@Html.Sitecore().Field("Text") 

In both cases, the request ultimately goes through the FieldRenderer pipeline: 

FieldRenderer.Render("Text") 

In order to target the data source item, you must pass the item through to the FieldRenderer pipeline 

from your control or helper. 

3.5.2 Retrieving the Datasource in a Sublayout 

In a sublayout’s code-behind, retrieve the data source item from the Sublayout class by casting 

this.Parent as a Sublayout: 

string datasource = String.Empty; 

 

if (this.Parent is Sublayout) 

{ 

    datasource = ((Sublayout)Parent).DataSource; 

} 

The datasource object is the item GUID in string form. Be advised that if no data source has been set, 

this property will return an empty string. Use this string to set the control’s DataSource property: 

<sc:Text Field=“Text” ID=“TextField” runat=“server” /> 

Target the control by its ID as you would with any other ASP.NET control: 

string datasource = String.Empty; 

 

if (this.Parent is Sublayout) 

{ 

    datasource = ((Sublayout)Parent).DataSource; 

 

      if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(datasource)) 

   { 

    TextField.DataSource = datasource; 

      } 

} 

 

Alternatively, convert it into a Sitecore ID, retrieve the actual Sitecore Item and set the control’s Item 

property: 

string datasource = String.Empty; 

 

if (this.Parent is Sublayout) 

{ 

    datasource = ((Sublayout)Parent).DataSource; 

 

      if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(datasource)) 
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   { 

    Item item = Sitecore.Context.Database.GetItem(new ID(datasource)); 

    TextField.Item = item; 

      } 

} 

 

You can also retrieve the data source ID as a string using the Attributes collection: 

string datasourceID = Attributes["sc_datasource"]; 

 

if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(datasourceID)) 

{ 

  Item data sourceItem = Sitecore.Context.Database.GetItem(new ID(datasourceID)); 

} 

 

Tip 
You can return a collection of items based on a query rather than a selection. For more information, see 
the development team’s blog post: 
http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/Sitecore-7-Development-
Team/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Datasources.aspx  

3.5.3 Retrieving the Datasource in XSLT 

The $sc_item variable returns the data source item if one has been set. Otherwise, it returns the context 

item: 

<sc:Text Field=“Text” Select=“$sc_item” />  

3.5.4 Retrieving the Datasource in a View Rendering 

When you use Sitecore’s default RenderingModel, the data source is available as a property. 

@Model.Item 

The following will also work: 

@Model.Rendering.Item 

Pass this object into the field helper: 

@Html.Sitecore().Field(“Text”, Model.Item) 

3.5.5 Retrieving the Datasource in a Controller Rendering 

To access the data source item within a controller rendering action, use the RenderingContext: 

RenderingContext.Current.Rendering.Item 

 

Note 
Do not use RenderingContext directly in a view – ASP.NET MVC recommended practice dictates that all 
view data is passed to the view via a model or view model object. 

http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/Sitecore-7-Development-Team/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Datasources.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/Sitecore-7-Development-Team/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Datasources.aspx
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3.6 Page Editor Security 

3.6.1 Essential Roles 

In order to design pages using the Page Editor, editors must belong to the group sitecore\Sitecore 
Client Designing. The sitecore\Designer group combines this role with sitecore\Sitecore Client Users. 
Editors with this permission can use Editing and Designing modes. 

Standard read/write rules apply. Editors can modify the same content in the Page Editor as they can in 
the Content Editor. Editors who are not in the sitecore\Sitecore Client Designing group can still use the 
Page Editor to enter content, but cannot add or remove components or change their properties. 

3.6.2 Disabling Page Editor Access 

If you do not want editors to be able to access the Page Editor at all, you can restrict access to the Page 
Editor buttons in the core database as you would with any other item. 

By default, there are Page Editor buttons in the following locations: 

 /sitecore/content/Documents and settings/All users/Start 
menu/Right/Page Editor  

 /sitecore/content/Applications/Content 

Editor/Ribbons/Chunks/Publish/Page Editor 

If Read access is denied on these items, they do not appear in the ribbon or Desktop menu: 
 

 

 

To remove the Page Editor button from the Sitecore login page, edit the link out of 
<root>\Website\sitecore\login.aspx 
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3.7 Responsive Design 

If your site is responsive, whatever combination of components an editor uses to build a page on a 
Desktop machine must also work on a smaller device. 

 Ensure that your placeholder restrictions account for smaller devices. Will a particular widget 
still work in a particular location on a smaller screen? 

 Suggest that editors use the Device Simulator in the Experience tab in Preview mode. This 
will give them an idea of what their page will look like on a smaller screen: 
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Note 
The Page Editor interface is not currently optimized for mobile or touch screens.  
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Chapter 4  

Configuring the Page Editor 

The following chapter covers ways in which the Page Editor can be configured to improve 
the user experience for Sitecore editors. 

The chapter contains the following sections: 

 Allowed Controls 

 Locking Placeholders 

 Placeholder Settings Overrides 

 Editable Components 

 Datasource Location and Template 

 Compatible Renderings 

 Rich Text Editor Field Buttons 

 Component Previews 
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4.1 Allowed Controls 

Placeholder settings items allow you to specify a list of components that can be added to a particular 
placeholder. 

Note 
These restrictions only apply to the Page Editor – anyone that can access the item’s presentation details 
can still add any component to any placeholder. 

 

When you specify a list of allowed components, editors only see the components that are guaranteed to 
work in that particular placeholder: 
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4.2 Locking Placeholders 

In some cases, you may want to allow an editor to change a component’s data source without allowing 
them to delete the component or move it out of the particular placeholder. The Editable checkbox on the 
placeholder settings item prevents editors from being able to add or remove components: 

 

Add to here labels no longer appear, and the Move and Delete icons are greyed out: 
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4.3 Placeholder Settings Overrides 

A placeholder is likely to be used in more than one context. For example, the WidgetContainer 
placeholder may appear on the homepage as well as the holidays page. However, you may want to 
specify different settings for the same placeholder depending on where it appears. You can do this by 
creating a placeholder settings override for that placeholder. You can apply a placeholder settings 
override to a particular item, or a data template’s standard values using the following procedure: 

1. Create a regular placeholder settings item with a similar name to the one you want to override: 

 

2. Make sure that the Placeholder Key field is blank, and set up any restrictions that you require: 

 

3. Select the item or standard values that you want to apply the override to. 

4. Open the presentation details dialog and click Edit. 

5. In the left menu, click Placeholder Settings. 

6. Click Add to create a new override 

7. Choose the placeholder settings item you just created, and map it to an existing placeholder key: 
 

 

8. Save the item 

Wherever the placeholder key appears in the presentation details of the particular item (or item type, if the 
override was configured on the data template standard values), its settings are determined by the 
placeholder settings item override. In the following example, the override allows any instance of the 
WidgetsContainer placeholder key on the homepage to accept the Booking Widget component as well 
as the General Widget component. 
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4.4 Editable Components 

Like placeholder settings items, components also have an Editable checkbox: 

 

If you clear this checkbox: 

 Editors cannot add this component to any placeholder, even if the component has been 
specified as an allowed control. 

 Editors cannot select the component in the Page Editor. 

The fields displayed by the component remain editable unless configured not to be. This setting is 
particularly useful if you want the placement of a particular component, such as a booking form, only to be 
controlled by developers.   
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4.5 Datasource Location and Template 

Many components require a data source to be set in order to function. By default, Sitecore requires 
editors to click the Set associated content button in the component toolbar and choose an item. This 
has a number of disadvantages: 

 It requires several clicks. 

 Editors must locate an item of the correct type in a large content tree. 

 Editors are not prompted to select a data source, and may forget to do so. 

Specifying a data source template and the location for the component has the following advantages: 

 Setting a data source location restricts the editor to a particular area of the content tree, even if 

it is just /sitecore/Content item. 

 

 Setting a data source location forces the editor to pick a data source when inserting a new 
component. The Select the Associated Content dialog pops up immediately. 

 Setting a data source template restricts the type of item an editor can pick as a data source. 
Item types that are unavailable are greyed out. 
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 Setting both the data source location and data source template on a component enables the 
Create New Content button. This enables authors to create a new data source item of the 
correct type and in the correct location without having to open the Content Editor. 
 

 

The Datasource Location and Datasource Template fields are located on the component definition 
item: 
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4.6 Compatible Renderings 

Certain components, such as two column and three column containers, are interchangeable. This means 
that they: 

 Perform a very similar function, but may have a slightly different design. 

 Accept the same data source. This is not a requirement, but compatibility suggests that content 
does not need to change when the component data source changes.  

 Accept the same rendering parameters. This is not a requirement, but compatibility suggests 
that the rendering parameter selections are also compatible.  

Sitecore enables you to configure a list of components that are compatible with the currently selected 
component. You can do this by using the Compatible Renderings multilist on the component definition 
item: 

 

Note 
In order to be able to switch back and forth between compatible renderings, each component in the list 
must list the others in their own Compatible Renderings field. If they do not, you may not be able to switch 
back to the component that was initially selected. 

Components with compatible renderings have a button marked Replace with another component 
included in the toolbar: 

 

Important 
Components listed as compatible must also be in the Allowed Controls list for the same placeholders – 
otherwise they will not appear in the selection list. 
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4.7 Rich Text Editor Field Buttons 

Rich text editor fields can be customized using Rich text editor profiles (or RTE profiles). RTE profiles 
are folders of buttons and toolbars that are set up on the core database. To associate a particular field 
with a profile, set its source to the profile path: 

 

Generally, developers duplicate an existing RTE profile, rename it – for example, Sample Rich Text 
Default – and add/remove buttons and toolbars as required. All RTE profiles are stored under 

/sitecore/system/Settings/Html Editor Profiles in the core database. When viewed in the 

Page Editor, Rich Text Editor fields have a number of type-specific buttons in the toolbar: 

  

These buttons are also controlled by the RTE profile associated with the field, and come from a folder 
called Webedit Buttons: 

 

To restrict editor creativity in this particular instance, consider removing the Edit html button. This button 
opens up a separate rich text editor dialog with a full set of options that you may not want to make 
available in the Page Editor. 
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4.8 Component Previews 

The Select a Rendering dialog, which appears when you insert a new component, displays a larger 
version of the component item’s icon by default: 

 

This does not tell the editor much about what the component is going to look like. To give them a useful 
preview, take a screenshot of the component and upload it to the Thumbnail field in the component. 

Note 
To access the Thumbnail field, you need to enable Standard Fields in the Content Editor. 

 

The Select a Rendering dialog now displays a preview of the component: 
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Chapter 5  

Extending the Page Editor 

The following chapter covers ways in which the Page Editor can be extended using 
custom buttons and toolbars. 

The chapter contains the following sections: 

 Custom Experience Buttons 

 Edit Frames 

 Customizing the Ribbon 
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5.1 Custom Experience Buttons 

The floating toolbars that surround fields and components can be modified to include additional custom 
experience buttons. These buttons can be used to extend and improve the Page Editor experience by 
reducing trips to the Content Editor and Desktop, and adding functionality. 

 All custom experience buttons are defined in the core database, under 

/sitecore/content/Applications/WebEdit/Custom Experience Buttons.  

 Once created and configured, custom experience buttons can be assigned to field definition 
items or component definition items in the master database. 

 The assigned custom experience button appears in the floating toolbar wherever the field or 
component is displayed in the Page Editor. 

Note 
Custom experience buttons assigned to a component are only visible in Design mode. 

5.1.1 Field Editor Buttons 

Field Editor Buttons are the most commonly used type of custom experience button. They are used to 
expose additional fields in a dialog. This is particularly useful when: 

 Fields are not visible on the page, such as metadata or styles. 

 The type of the field is impossible to edit inline, such as multilists or treelists. 

In the following example, the Edit Related Content field editor button has been configured to open the 
Widget Related Content field in a dialog: 

 

Note 
You can include any number of fields in this list, separated by a | (pipe) character. 
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As a result, the new button appears in the General Widget floating toolbar: 

 

Clicking the button opens a dialog with the specified field.

 

Important 
Field editor buttons are sensitive to the context data source. In the previous example, the Widget 
Related Content field comes from the data source selected on the General Widget component in the 
background. 
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5.1.2 Webedit Buttons 

WebEdit Buttons require programming and can be used to trigger custom behavior. Unlike field editor 
buttons, which specifically open a set of fields, webedit buttons trigger a command. In the following 
example, the webedit:sortcontent command is being triggered

 

Examples of how you might use webedit buttons include: 

 Adding a spellcheck button to rich text fields 

 Move components up or down 

 Publishing the component’s data source   
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5.2 Edit Frames 

In some instances, you may want to add custom experience to a particular part of a component or page. 
The following component contains a table that outputs a number of lists. These are stored in Sitecore as 
multilist fields, and the best way to expose this field is to use a field editor button (see Field Editor 
Buttons). 

 

However, because the component is large, you should place the field editor button close to the content it 
modifies. Edit frames enable you to surround particular areas of your markup with a floating toolbar. This 
floating toolbar looks and functions exactly like the ones that surround Sitecore components and fields, 
and it can be used to display a list of custom experience buttons exactly like the ones that you can add to 
components and fields. The following example shows how to surround a table with an edit frame that 
makes an ‘Edit Holiday’ field editor button available: 
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To create an edit frame around each search result, surround the search result markup with an 

<sc:EditFrame /> control and specify two things: 

 The path to the folder of the custom experience buttons in the core database. Each edit frame 
must have a sub-folder under Edit Frame Buttons that contains one or more custom 
experience buttons. In this example, there is only one: Edit Holiday Details. 

 

 The data source item to target with the edit frame 

<div class="sectionItem searchResult"> 

     <sc:EditFrame Buttons="/sitecore/content/Applications/WebEdit/Edit Frame 

Buttons/BaseCore-HolidayEdit" DataSource="<%# Item.ItemId.ToString() %>" runat="server"> 

        <!-- My search result --> 

     </sc:EditFrame> 

</div> 

Clicking the button opens a field editor dialog for the holiday item:

 

Note 
If an editor does not have permission to modify the item that the edit frame is referencing, they will not 
see the button at all. Similarly, if an editor is limited to certain fields, the fields that they are not allowed to 
edit are greyed out. 

You can also use an edit frame to: 

 Surround content that is brought in via AJAX or from an index rather than through the 

FieldRenderer pipeline on page load, and is therefore not editable by default (see Inline 

Editing Dynamic or Indexed Content for methods of editing content that has not come through 

the FieldRenderer pipeline). 

 Surround entire groups of components. You may have created a custom webedit button that 
enables you to make bulk changes to the contained components. 

Important 
Edit frames are not currently supported in Sitecore MVC. 
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5.3 Customizing the Ribbon 

You can also add additional buttons to the ribbon. This is particularly useful if there are page fields that 
are never displayed, but do not belong to a particular component, either – such as the page title or meta 
description. The following is an example of a custom Page Editor tab:

    

Like custom experience buttons and edit frames, these additional buttons are defined in the core 

database in /sitecore/content/Applications/WebEdit: 

 

The buttons (of type /sitecore/templates/System/Ribbon/Large Button) are very similar to 

custom experience buttons, and take a parameterized command in the Click field: 
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In the previous example, clicking the Edit Meta Data button opens a field editor with the fields displayed:

 

With these additions to the ribbon, the editor no longer has to open the Content Editor to modify page-
level fields that are not visible. 
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Chapter 6  

Detecting the Page Editor 

The following chapter covers how to detect Page Editor mode in C# and Javascript, and 
how detection can be used to improve the Page Editor user experience for editors. 

The chapter contains the following sections: 

 Detecting Page Mode 

 Modifying Component Behavior Depending on Page Mode 
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6.1 Detecting Page Mode  

The view presented to site visitors is not always appropriate for inline editing. This is especially true for 
animated elements. Developers can detect whether or not a site is being viewed in Page Editor mode and 
modify behavior accordingly.  

Note 
The same class that enables you to detect Page Editor mode can also be used to detect Debug, Preview, 
and Normal mode. 

6.1.1 Detecting Page Mode Using C# 

The Sitecore.Context.PageMode class enables developers to target the Page Editor in code. In 

addition to a generic IsPageEditor Boolean, you can also target edit and designing mode with 

IsPageEditorEditingMode. 

 

If (Sitecore.Context.PageMode.IsPageEditor) 

{ 

     // Page Editor-specific behavior  

} 

The available options are: 

 IsDebugging 

 IsNormal 

 IsPageEditor 

 IsPageEditorEditing  (encompasses Editing and Designing mode) 

 IsPreview 

 IsProfiling 

 IsSimulatedDevicePreviewing 

6.1.2 Detecting Page Mode in Sitecore MVC 

Page Editor mode can be detected using exactly the same class in Sitecore MVC. 

@Sitecore.Context.PageMode.IsPageEditor 

However, recommended practice within ASP.NET MVC is for all data required by the view to come from 

the view model. Therefore, you may want to incorporate an IsPageEditor property into your custom 

view model rather than calling Sitecore.Context.PageMode.IsPageEditor directly: 

public class CustomModel 

       public bool IsPageEditor { get; set; } 

} 
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6.1.3 Detecting Page Mode Using Javascript 

Sitecore makes a Javascript object available in Preview and Page Editor. In Preview mode, the following 
object is available: 

Sitecore 

In Page Editor mode, the following object is available: 

Sitecore.PageModes.PageEditor 

 

These objects can be used to change the behavior of your own Javascript: 

if (Sitecore) { 

    if (Sitecore.PageModes.PageEditor) { 

        return 'pageeditor'; 

    } 

    return 'preview'; 

} 

 

return 'visitor'; 

}; 
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6.2 Modifying Component Behavior Depending on Page Mode 

The following is a list of ways that you can utilize page mode detection to improve the Page Editor 
experience. This is by no means an exhaustive list. 

Note 
Debug and Preview mode should represent how a visitor will see your site. Therefore, it is recommend 
that you change site behavior specifically for the Page Editor (by checking for 

Sitecore.Context.PageModes.IsPageEditor). For example, if you hide or show components 

when Sitecore.Context.PageModes.IsNormal is false, this will affect Debug and Preview mode as 

well. 

6.2.1 Sample Data 

You can force an editor to choose a data source by setting a component’s Datasource location and 
Datasource template. However, an editor might still accidentally clear the data source. In the following 
example, sample content is displayed in Page Editor mode if no data source has been specified. The 
content prompts editors to choose a data source:  

 

To do this, check if a data source has been specified. If a data source does not exist and you are in Page 

Editor mode, set the Item or DataSource property of each control (such as <sc:Text />) to a sample 

item somewhere else in the content tree. In Preview and Normal mode, hide the component from visitors. 

string datasource = (Sublayout)this.Parent.Datasource; 

 

if (datasource == null) 

{ 

     if (Sitecore.Context.PageMode.IsPageEditor) 

     { 

        Item sampleItem = MyReferences.SampleWidgetItem; 

 

        HeadingTextControl.Item = sampleItem; 

        HeadingTextControl.DisableWebEditing = true; 

     } 

     else 

      {  

    this.Visible = false; 

   } 

} 

There are a number of things to note about the above code: 

 MyReferences.SampleWidget is a reference to sample item somewhere else in the tree. 

The sample item is created from exactly the same data template as a real data source. The 
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reason for using a sample item is that it can be translated, and any data template changes will 
be propagated. The content is also translatable.  

 We are setting the Item property of each individual control rather than setting the component’s 

Datasource property, which will not work. 

 We are setting each Sitecore control’s DisableWebEditing to true if the sample data source 

is being displayed. If we do not, editors may try to edit the sample text rather than choosing a 
new data source. 

Alternatively, you can replace the entire component with a message prompting editors to choose a data 
source. 
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6.2.2 Dynamic Components 

Animated components, such as scrolling galleries, can be difficult to edit. Front-end developers or back-
end developers can suspend animation or display the content in a different way to improve the editing 
experience. In the following example, the gallery is not initialized in Page Editor mode: 

 

In Preview or Normal mode, the gallery is initialized as normal: 

 

6.2.3 Hidden Content 

Certain content may only be visible when the visitor interacts with the page. This might make it difficult – 
or impossible – for the editor to modify content inline, and may require opening the Content Editor. 
Examples of this type of content include:  
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 Form error and confirmation messages 

 Modal windows 

 Content that only appears on hover 

Developers can help by displaying this content in context when the page is being viewed in Page Editor 
mode. In the following example, the form’s error messages are displayed when the page loads.

 

Displaying hidden content reduces the risk of that content is missed, in particular, during translation.  

6.2.4 External Content 

External content, such as Twitter feeds or news streams, cannot be modified by the editor. External 
content can also increase page load time, and any included Javascript can conflict with the Page Editor.  

Therefore, consider replacing external content with a static message that instructs the editor to switch to 
Preview mode if they want to see the fully rendered page. 
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Chapter 7  

Tips and Tricks 

The following chapter lists miscellaneous tips and tricks for improving the Page Editor 
experience. 

The chapter contains the following sections: 

 Inline Editing Dynamic or Indexed Content 

 The Page Editor and Sitecore Modules 
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7.1 Inline Editing Dynamic or Indexed Content  

Content that is rendered directly from a search index (Sitecore supports Lucene and Solr out of the box) 
is not editable in the Page Editor. The following example shows three search results being output from an 
external index: 

  

There are a number of ways to enable editors to manage this content: 

 Surround each search result with an Edit Frame. This edit frame should point to a folder of 
field editor buttons that expose the fields you want to make editable (such as the search result 
title or description). Set the edit frame data source to the item ID represented by the search 

result (Sitecore’s SearchResultItem has an ID property). If the editor has access to the 

item, they will be able to click the field editor button and update the content. 

 Render search result content from the database rather than from the index when in Page 

Editor mode. This requires using the ID property from the SearchResultItem (or equivalent, 

if using a custom class) to retrieve the item, and outputting its field values using the 

FieldRenderer instead of the indexed values. 

The same principle applies to any content that has been brought onto the page via AJAX. Even if this 
content comes from Sitecore originally (via a custom web API, for example), it is not rendered by the 

FieldRenderer pipeline and will therefore not be editable in the Page Editor. Consider displaying the 

data on page load in Page Editor mode only, to allow for editing. 
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7.2 The Page Editor and Sitecore Modules 

7.2.1 Email Campaign Manager (ECM) 

Email Campaign Manager emails are built from components using the Page Editor interface. If you want 
to build your own ECM email, emails should be built with exactly the same principles as a standard 
Sitecore page: 

 Where appropriate, ensure that your HTML email design supports componentization 

 Ensure that you are supporting both designing and editing 

 Configure your component definition items and placeholder settings items as required

 

Email components can use the same data sources as the main website. However, editors might not 
understand that this content is shared. If they change content in the context of an email, these changes 
will appear on the main site as well. This could present a problem if the changes are specific to a 
particular email. To avoid this problem, you can disable editing for a component that uses shared content 
or display a warning when the editor is in Page Editor mode: 
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7.2.2 Web Forms for Marketers (WFFM) 

Web Forms for Marketers prompt you to add the Form component to a particular placeholder when you 
install the module. If you want to make the component available in other placeholders, add it to the 
Allowed controls list of the placeholder settings item. 

7.2.3 JQuery Mobile Component Library for Sitecore 

There is a Page Editor-compatible JQuery Mobile Component Library available on the Sitecore 
Marketplace:  
https://marketplace.sitecore.net/en/Modules/Sitecore_jQuery_Mobile_Component_Library.aspx  

https://marketplace.sitecore.net/en/Modules/Sitecore_jQuery_Mobile_Component_Library.aspx

